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The Wildflowers
FIRST IN A NEW SERIES! Tucked away in the rolling Tennessee countryside is the
charming community of Watervalley, whose inhabitants are quirky and captivating
and more surprising than you might expect… As an ambitious young doctor with a
penchant for research, Luke Bradford never wanted to set up practice in a remote
rural town. But to pay back his student loans and to fulfill a promise from his past,
he heads for Watervalley, Tennessee—and immediately stumbles into one disaster
after another. Will he be labeled the town idiot before he’s even introduced as the
new doctor? Very quickly he faces some big challenges—from resuscitating a threehundred-pound farmer who goes into cardiac arrest to not getting shot by a local
misanthrope for trespassing. He expects the people of Watervalley to be simple,
but finds his relationships with them are complicated, whether he’s interacting with
his bossy but devout housekeeper, the attractive schoolteacher he consistently
alienates, or the mysterious kid next door who climbs trees while wearing a bike
helmet. When a baffling flu epidemic hits Watervalley, Luke faces his ultimate test.
Whether the community embraces him or not, it’s his responsibility to save them.
And he’ll soon discover that while living in a small town may not be what he wants,
it may be just what he needs… READERS GUIDE INCLUDED For stories, recipes, and
anecdotes from your favorite Watervalley characters, visit watervalleybooks.com.

Smailholm
This unique book takes the reader Obeyond the headlinesO to explore a China few
Westerners have seen. The authors argue that the great gap between what
specialists understand and the general public believes has led to distorted and
potentially dangerous misunderstandings of China. Seeking to bridge that gap, a
group of prominent scholars and activists challenge readers to move past the usual
images of China presented by the media and to think about the common problems
shared by China and the United States. In a morally engaged spirit, they explore
such issues as environmental degradation, unemployment, growing inequality,
ethnicity, human rights, corruption, and changing images of women to bring to life
the fabric of contemporary Chinese life and how it twines around the political
consciousness of Americans.
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The Cambridge Companion to Modern Chinese Culture
From international favorite and bestseller Harriet Evans, the charming sequel to
beloved novel A Hopeless Romantic that asks the question: Do you believe in
happy endings? Laura Foster used to be a hopeless romantic. She was obsessed
with meeting her own Prince Charming until she grew up and realized real life
doesn’t work like that. Then she met Nick. A romantic hero straight from a
fairytale, with a grand country estate and a family tree to match. They’ve been
together four years now and Laura knows that what really matters is the two of
them, not everything else around them. She can’t imagine ever loving anyone the
way she loves Nick. Now, though, people are openly asking when they’ll hear
wedding bells, and Nick is keeping secrets from Laura. She’s starting to feel she
might not be ‘good enough’ for his family. Can an ordinary girl like Laura make it
work with one of the most eligible men in the country?

The Honey Trap
Harriet Evans is the Sunday Times bestselling author of A Place for Us and her new
novel, The Butterfly Summer, is a compulsive tale about forbidden and enduring
love and the secrets we keep that somehow grow beyond all proportion. You'll be
desperate to add it to your shelf alongside the best of Patricia Scanlan, Jojo Moyes
and Cathy Kelly. 'Harriet Evans is a master at creating characters you feel like you
know inside out' Heat What magic is this? You follow the hidden creek towards a
long-forgotten house. They call it Keepsake, a place full of wonder and danger.
Locked inside the crumbling elegance of its walls lies the story of the Butterfly
Summer, a story you've been waiting all your life to hear. This house is Nina Parr's
birthright. It holds the truth about her family - and a chance to put everything right
at last.

I Remember You
A New York Times–bestselling author brings Gilded Age New York and Victorian
England alive in this “vastly entertaining” saga of a bold American heiress
(Publishers Weekly). The daughter of one of New York City’s brash new millionaires
and an impoverished socialite, Christabel Spencer inherited both her father’s
passionate nature and her mother’s beauty and breeding. An American debutante
in Paris and London, Chrissie waltzed with European princes and English lords, all
of whom found her combination of looks and wealth irresistible. Despite her
father’s dream of having an English aristocrat for a son-in-law, Chrissie is
determined not to marry for social status alone. She cannot live without love—and
will find it at any cost. Featuring a cast of unforgettable characters, The
Millionaire’s Daughter is the heartwarming, surprising tale of a young woman
caught in the crosscurrents of ambition and desire.

A Hopeless Romantic
This is Crab. Join him for a cl-awesome adventure and explore the wonders of the
ocean. Let's dive right in!
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Almost Paradise
At the start of the twenty-first century, China is poised to become a major global
power. Understanding its culture is more important than ever before for western
audiences, but for many, China remains a mysterious and exotic country. This
Companion explains key aspects of modern Chinese culture without assuming prior
knowledge of China or the Chinese language. The volume acknowledges the
interconnected nature of the different cultural forms, from 'high culture' such as
literature, religion and philosophy to more popular issues such as sport, cinema,
performance and the internet. Each chapter is written by a world expert in the
field. Invaluable for students of Chinese studies, this book includes a glossary of
key terms, a chronology and a guide to further reading. For the interested reader
or traveler, it reveals a dynamic, diverse and fascinating culture, many aspects of
which are now elucidated in English for the first time.

Eligible
The story of the actor who portrayed Mark Cohen in "Rent" covers such topics as
his Broadway successes, his grief at the death of the production's creator, and his
struggles with his mother's life-threatening illness.

Beijing from Below
Major international bestseller and critically acclaimed author Harriet Evans weaves
an “absorbing tapestry…with a comic touch even in the midst of tragedy” (Kirkus
Reviews) in this stunning family drama that will surprise you at every turn. When
Martha, a wife and mother of three, sits down one late summer’s morning to write
out the invitations to her eightieth birthday celebration, she knows that what she is
planning to reveal at the party could ruin the idyllic life she and her husband,
David, have spent more than fifty years building. But her family must know what
she and David have sacrificed. She cannot live a lie anymore. The invitation goes
out far and wide, calling her children and grandchildren back home to Winterfold,
their rambling house in the heart of the English countryside. Bill, a doctor, was
once a sweet, serious boy, eager to help his mother, but he’s not the man Martha
thought he’d become. Florence—passionate, intellectual, one might say a little
eccentric—is now an art history professor in Italy. And Daisy, the dark heart of the
family, left years ago to be a charity worker abroad and never really came home.
The reunion becomes a catalyst for a cascade of shocking secrets and unexpected
events as the Winters grapple with the joy and the pain of the past.

Women and Sexuality in China
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From bestselling author Susan Isaacs comes a rich
family saga about marriage, wealth, and celebrity in the midst of personal
tragedy—and about the ties that bind us together and the missed opportunities
that tear us apart. Nick is stunningly handsome, the blue-eyed scion of a blueblood New York family. Rich, talented, confident he will become the world's most
famous movie star. Jane is delightfully funny, a dark-skinned, dark-haired, halfJewish, half-German daughter of the Midwest. Smart, gifted, loving, she will
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become famous in her own right as well. From the time they first meet in their
Social and Intellectual History of the U.S. course at Brown University, it's love at
first sight. Coming together from two very different worlds, they will cast off
adversity and disapproval to forge a life filled with work, love, and children. But
fame and success come at a high price—their marriage. Just when it seems the
promise of their love might be renewed, an accident leaves Jane hovering between
life and death. Now, it's not only their union that might not survive, but Jane, too
Almost Paradise is vintage Susan Isaacs, a witty, poignant, and engrossing tale of a
man, a woman, and a passion wondrous, heartbreaking, and unforgettable.

Going Home
'A comfortable chair and a Mary Stewart: total heaven. I'd rather read her than
most other authors.' Harriet Evans The rambling house called Thornyhold is like
something out of a fairy tale. Left to Gilly Ramsey by the cousin whose occasional
visits brightened her childhood, the cottage, set deep in a wild wood, has come just
in time to save her from a bleak future. With its reputation for magic and its
resident black cat, Thornyhold offers Gilly more than just a new home. It offers her
a chance to start over. The old house, with it tufts of rosy houseleek and the
spreading gilt of the lichens, was beautiful. Even the prisoning hedges were
beautiful, protective with their rusty thorns, their bastions of holly and juniper, and
at the corners, like towers, their thick columns of yews.

Happily Ever After
The architect Klaus Lehmann loves his wife, Elsa, with a passion that continues
throughout their married life despite long periods of separation. Almost half a
century after Lehmann's death in the village of Steerborough, a young woman,
Lily, arrives to research his life and work. Pouring over Klaus's letters to Elsa, Lily
pieces together the story of their lives together and apart. And alone in her rented
cottage by the sea, she begins to sense an absence in her own life that may not be
filled by simply going home. The Sea House is the story of the village of
Steerborough and the marshes and the sea beyond. It is the story of one
generation living in the footprints of another; of a landscape shaped by lives, and
lives shaped by landscape. With characteristic skill and a new depth and range,
Esther Freud explores the twisting paths that people take -- and the places where
those paths meet. This P.S. edition features an extra 16 pages of insights into the
book, including author interviews, recommended reading, and more.

Ostrich
A compelling and heartrending tale of lost love, family secrets, and those little
moments that can change your life forever . . . When Natasha Kapoor returns to
her grandparents’ idyllic coastal home for her beloved grandmother’s funeral, her
life is at a turning point. She thought by now she’d be a successful jewelry designer
in London with a perfect marriage. Instead, she’s got mounting bills and a soon-tobe ex. After the funeral, Natasha’s grandfather gives her the long-lost diary of her
aunt Cecily. No one in her large and complicated family has ever discussed the
tragic accident that took Cecily’s life as a teenager, and within the diary’s pages,
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Natasha finds a gripping and shocking tale of forbidden love, rivalry, and
heartbreak. Nearly fifty years later, will Cecily’s diary finally explain her family’s
dark past and the terrible secret her aunt left behind? Is it possible it’s just the
inspiration Natasha needs to take a fresh look at her future, and maybe even give
love a second chance? Fans of Jennifer Weiner and Emily Giffin will get hooked on
internationally bestselling author Harriet Evans’s warm, witty, and absorbing novel
filled with original, rootworthy characters and complex family issues.

Rules for Dating a Romantic Hero
After brain surgery to stop his seizures, a brilliant twelve-year-old boy, enlisting the
help of a female classmate, investigates why everyone around him, including his
parents and hamster, are acting oddly.

Not Without You
A fast-paced historical romance adventure, set on the mighty Murray River in the
1890s with a flawed but loveable heroine. 1890s, River Murray, Northern Victoria
Georgina Calthorpe is unhappy living with her indifferent foster family the
MacHenry's in their crumbling house on the banks of the River Murray. Unlike the
rest of the family, she isn't looking forward to the return of prodigal son Dane. With
good reason. Dane MacHenry is furious when on his return he finds his homestead
in grave decline. Unaware that his father has been drinking his way through his
inheritance, he blames Georgina and Georgina decides she has no option but to
leave. Unfortunately she chooses Dane's horse to flee on, and when Dane learns
she has stolen his prized stallion, he gives chase. From this point their fates
become intertwined with that of a businessman with a dark secret, Conor Foley,
who offers Georgina apparent security: a marriage with status in the emerging
nouveau–riche echelons of Melbourne. But none of them could imagine the toll the
changing political and social landscape would have on homes, hearts and families.
Will Georgina's path lead her into grave danger and unhappiness, or will she
survive and fulfil her destiny?

Don't Want to Miss a Thing
The FIRST of four exclusive part-serialisations of a A Place for Us by Harriet Evans you'll be desperate to read on The day Martha Winter decided to tear apart her
family began like any other day. So opens A Place for Us by Sunday Times
bestselling author Harriet Evans, a book you'll dive into, featuring a family you'll
fall in love with and never want to leave. If you devour Rosamund Pilcher and
Maeve Binchy and have discovered Jojo Moyes, you'll be thrilled to add Harriet
Evans to your collection of favourite authors. The house has soft, purple wisteria
twining around the door. You step inside. The hall is cool after the hot summer's
day. The welcome is kind, and always warm. Yet something makes you suspect life
here can't be as perfect as it seems. After all, the brightest smile can hide the
darkest secret. But wouldn't you pay any price to have a glorious place like this?
Welcome to Winterfold. Martha Winter's family is finally coming home.

A Place for Us Part 4
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'I adored The Wildflowers. A sweeping, epic, moving read' Marian Keyes The new
novel by Sunday Times bestseller Harriet Evans will transport you to a Dorset
beach house, where you can feel the sand between your toes. Enter the home of
Tony and Althea Wilde - the Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor of their generation
and with a marriage every bit as stormy. This glorious tale of tangled family
secrets and lies will leave you warm and glowing. 'A wonderful, engrossing novel,
full of the most vivid characters and a truly memorable setting. A triumph' Sophie
Kinsella 'She reels you in and then you're hooked, right to the last page' Patricia
Scanlan 'Atmospheric and altogether wonderful' Lesley Pearse 'I love it on so many
levels, the immense feeling of place, the slow, irresistible sense of being drawn
deep into the family and its story, and the strange hovering of menace somewhere
in the idyll. Wonderful' Penny Vincenzi 'Her characters are finely drawn and as the
story hops back and forth from the Second World War to the present day, the
reader becomes deeply immersed in this charismatic family's fortunes. The result
is that rare and lovely thing, an all-engaging and all-consuming drama' Daily Mail
Tony and Althea Wilde. Glamorous, argumentative adulterous to the core. They
were my parents, actors known by everyone. They gave our lives love and colour
in a house by the sea - the house that sheltered my orphaned father when he was
a boy. But the summer Mads arrived changed everything. She too had been
abandoned and my father understood why. We Wildflowers took her in. My father
was my hero, he gave us a golden childhood, but the past was always going to
catch up with him it comes for us all, sooner or later. This is my story. I am Cordelia
Wilde. A singer without a voice. A daughter without a father. Let me take you
inside. Harriet Evans is 'perfect for fans of Jojo Moyes and Maeve Binchy' Best

More Things In Heaven and Earth
Since the early 1980s sex and sexuality have become prominent themes of public
debate in China, after three decades during which discourses on sexuality were
subject to stringent ideological controls. This book analyses the ways in which sex
and sexuality have been discussed in The People's Republic of China since 1949. It
examines a wide range of materials - the official and popular press, women's
magazines, sex education publications, self-help guides and medical advice
pamphlets - and compares and contrasts the various discourses of sexuality and
the meanings associated with 'woman' that emerge from them. It considers the
role of the state in matters of sexuality, and argues that women's sexuality has
been consistently targeted as a site for the regulation of general standards of
sexual and social conduct. This is a highly original contribution to the growing body
of literature on women and gender in China. It will appeal to students and scholars
of modern and contemporary China, and to all those engaged in current debates
about sexuality and gender in international feminist scholarship.

China Beyond the Headlines
In her blockbuster international bestsellers, Harriet Evans perfectly captures the
complex lives of young twenty-first-century career women with an “effortlessly
readable . . . comic style and loveable characters” (Marie Claire, UK). At twentytwo, Eleanor Bee is sure about three things: she wants to move to London and
become a literary superstar; she wants to be able to afford to buy a coffee and
croissant every morning; and after seeing what divorce did to her
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parents—especially her mum—she doesn’t believe in happy endings. Elle moves to
London. She gets a job at Bluebird Books, a charmingly old-fashioned publisher.
She falls out of bars, wears too-short skirts, makes lots of mistakes, and feels like
she’s learning nothing and everything at the same time. And then, out of the blue,
she falls in love, and that’s when she realizes just how much growing up she has to
do. Ten years on, Elle lives in New York, and you could say she has found success;
certainly her life has changed in ways she could never have predicted. But no
matter where you go and how much you try to run away, the past has a funny way
of catching up with you. . . .

A Place for Us
The trap is set – but which one of them is the bait?

Picturing Power in the People's Republic of China
'A comfortable chair and a Mary Stewart: total heaven. I'd rather read her than
most other authors.' Harriet Evans Ashley Court: the tumbledown ancestral home
of the Ashley family, all blessed with 'the gift' of being able to speak to each other
without words. When Bryony Ashley's father dies under mysterious circumstances,
his final words a cryptic warning to her, Bryony returns from abroad to uncover
Ashley Court's secrets. What did her father's message mean? What lies at the
centre of the overgrown maze in the gardens? And who is trying to prevent Bryony
from discovering the truth? Tell Bryony. The cat, it's in the cat on the pavement.
The map. The letter. In the brook. Tell Bryony. My little Bryony to be careful.
Danger.

Observations and Predictions of Eclipse Times by Early
Astronomers
This Is Frog is a bright and cheerful interactive picture book with lots of flaps and
accompanying actions that make it loads of fun to read together! Meet Frog. A silly
amphibian whose snack-time turns into an adventure when he encounters a
grumpy toucan. The dynamic art and fun narrative will have readers giving Frog a
hand as he bounces about the rainforest.

A Place For Us
Eclipses have long been seen as important celestial phenomena, whether as
omens affecting the future of kingdoms, or as useful astronomical events to help in
deriving essential parameters for theories of the motion of the moon and sun. This
is the first book to collect together all presently known records of timed eclipse
observations and predictions from antiquity to the time of the invention of the
telescope. In addition to cataloguing and assessing the accuracy of the various
records, which come from regions as diverse as Ancient Mesopotamia, China, and
Europe, the sources in which they are found are described in detail. Related
questions such as what type of clocks were used to time the observations, how the
eclipse predictions were made, and how these prediction schemes were derived
from the available observations are also considered. The results of this
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investigation have important consequences for how we understand the relationship
between observation and theory in early science and the role of astronomy in early
cultures, and will be of interest to historians of science, astronomers, and ancient
and medieval historians.

The Millionaire's Daughter
From the author of A Hopeless Romantic and Going Home comes an engaging new
novel about a young woman who suffers loss and heartbreak—only to regain a
chance at happiness when she least expects it. Thirty-year-old Kate Miller fled
London two years ago when her life fell apart spectacularly. Living in New York with
her mother and stepfather and working half-heartedly as a literary agent, Kate
must return to London when her father, a famous classical musician, undergoes a
kidney transplant. She’s only returning for a short visit, or so she thinks. But once
in London, she faces the friends who are bound with her forever as a result of one
day when life changed for all of them. What really happened before Kate left
London? And can she pick up the pieces and allow herself to love her own life
again? Witty, smart, and entertaining, Evans’s heartwarming tale, which was a
bestseller in the United Kingdom earlier this year, will delight readers who enjoy
novels by Cathy Kelly, Hester Browne, and Marian Keyes.

Thornyhold
Marcelo Sandoval, a seventeen-year-old boy on the high-functioning end of the
autistic spectrum, faces new challenges, including romance and injustice, when he
goes to work for his father in the mailroom of a corporate law firm.

The Garden of Lost and Found
Between the early 1950s and the accelerated demolition and construction of
Beijing's “old city” in preparation for the 2008 Olympics, the residents of
Dashalar—one of the capital city's poorest neighborhoods and only a stone's throw
from Tian’anmen Square—lived in dilapidated conditions without sanitation. Few
had stable employment. Today, most of Dashalar's original inhabitants have been
relocated, displaced by gentrification. In Beijing from Below Harriet Evans captures
the last gasps of subaltern life in Dashalar. Drawing on oral histories that reveal
memories and experiences of several neighborhood families, she reflects on the
relationships between individual, family, neighborhood, and the state; poverty and
precarity; gender politics and ethical living; and resistance to and accommodation
of party-state authority. Evans contends that residents' assertion of belonging to
their neighborhood signifies not a nostalgic clinging to the past, but a rejection of
their marginalization and a desire for recognition. Foregrounding the experiences
of the last of Dashalar's older denizens as key to understanding Beijing's recent
history, Evans complicates official narratives of China's economic success while
raising crucial questions about the place of the subaltern in history.

The Lost Art of Keeping Secrets
A trio of novels from international favorite and bestseller Harriet Evans! This eBook
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boxed set includes three of Harriet Evans's compelling and heartrending novels
about love, heartbreak, and family relationships, and an excerpt from Love Always.
Going Home Leaving her tiny flat in London—and a whole host of headaches
behind—Lizzy Walter is making the familiar journey back home to spend Christmas
with her chaotic but big-hearted family. And by the time the Walters gather for a
summer wedding, the stakes have never been higher—for Lizzy, for her family, and
for love. A Hopeless Romantic With her life in tatters around her, Laura Foster
agrees to go on vacation with her parents. After a few days of visiting craft shops
and touring the stately homes of England, Laura is ready to tear her hair out. And
then she crosses paths with Nick, the sexy, rugged estate manager. She finds she
shares more than a sense of humor with him—in fact, she starts to think she could
fall for him. But is Nick all he seems? Or has Laura got it wrong again? Will she
open her heart only to have it broken again? The Love of Her Life Kate Miller, a
Londoner-turned-New Yorker, is in love with the pace and rhythm of Manhattan.
But deep down, she knows that there is something—someone—more to love. But
when her father becomes ill, Kate realizes it's time to return and face the friends
and the memories she left behind. What really happened before Kate left London?
Can she pick up the pieces and allow herself to love life again? Love Always When
Natasha Kapoor returns to her grandparents’ idyllic coastal home for her beloved
grandmother’s funeral, her life is at a turning point. After the funeral, Natasha’s
grandfather gives her the long-lost diary of her aunt Cecily. Is it possible the diary
is just the inspiration Natasha needs to take a fresh look at her future, and maybe
even give love a second chance?

Love Always
Miranda Hart contributes a fabulous foreword to this beautiful new edition of the
beloved bestseller, published to celebrate its ten year anniversary. Hailed a
'modern vintage classic', The Lost Art of Keeping Secrets was a Richard and Judy
Book Club Choice. This special edition also includes a brand new exclusive short
story from Eva Rice, The Moth Trap, which offers a glimpse into the cocktail party
where Penelope's parents, Archie and Talitha, first met. Set in the 1950s, in an
England still recovering from the Second World War, this is the enchanting story of
Penelope Wallace and her eccentric family at the start of the rock'n'roll era.
Penelope longs to be grown-up and to fall in love, but various rather inconvenient
things keep getting in her way. Like her mother, a stunning but petulant beauty
widowed at a tragically early age, her younger brother Inigo, currently incapable of
concentrating on anything that isn't Elvis Presley, a vast but crumbling ancestral
home, a severe shortage of cash, and her best friend Charlotte's sardonic cousin
Harry

Without You
'Spellbinding' Independent 'My top book of 2019' DINAH JEFFRIES 'Her best yet' i
newspaper 'Gripping' Irish Times 'Gorgeous' VERONICA HENRY 'I can't remember
the last time I was so enthralled' Red 'Epic, absorbing full of intrigue and emotion'
Fabulous 'A sweeping novel you won't put down' Katie Fforde Who would choose to
destroy what they love the most? Nightingale House, 1919. Liddy Horner discovers
her husband, the world-famous artist Sir Edward Horner, burning his best-known
painting The Garden of Lost and Found days before his sudden death. Nightingale
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House was the Horner family's beloved home - a gem of design created to inspire
happiness - and it was here Ned painted The Garden of Lost and Found, capturing
his children on a perfect day, playing in the rambling Eden he and Liddy made for
them. One magical moment. Before it all came tumbling down When Ned and
Liddy's great-granddaughter Juliet is sent the key to Nightingale House, she opens
the door onto a forgotten world. The house holds its mysteries close but she is in
search of answers. Something shattered this corner of paradise. But what? Lose
yourself in this unputdownable tale of the enduring power of family love, told by
three generations of extraordinary women. . . Readers love The Garden of Lost and
Found 'This sweeping tale is by turns painfully sad and heart-lifting, with
characters that stay with you' Good Housekeeping 'Evans' storytelling feels both
authentic and satisfying. An immersive mystery' Woman & Home 'Evans tells a
poignant tale of the Horner family and their magical, mysterious country home'
Woman 'Engrossing and clever and funny and beautifully observed . . . I
recommend it wholeheartedly' Clothes in Books blog Discover more breathtaking,
unforgettable and bestselling novels from Harriet Evans - THE WILDFLOWERS, A
PLACE FOR US and THE BUTTERFLY SUMMER are available now

A Winterfold Christmas
From the bestselling author of Going Home, which Sophie Kinsella hailed as
“fabulous,” comes a novel sure to touch and delight anyone who believes in love.
Laura Foster is a hopeless romantic. Her friends know it, her parents know it—even
Laura acknowledges she lives either with her head in the clouds or buried in a
romance novel. It’s proved harmless enough, even if it hasn’t delivered her a reallife dashing hero yet. But when her latest relationship ends in a disaster that costs
her friendships, her job, and nearly her sanity, Laura swears off men and hopeless
romantic fantasies for good. With her life in tatters around her, Laura agrees to go
on vacation with her parents. After a few days of visiting craft shops and touring
the stately homes of England, Laura is ready to tear her hair out. And then, while
visiting grand Chartley Hall, she crosses paths with Nick, the sexy, rugged estate
manager. She finds she shares more than a sense of humor with him—in fact, she
starts to think she could fall for him. But is Nick all he seems? Or has Laura got it
wrong again? Will she open her heart only to have it broken again?

Miss Mole
Internationally bestselling author Harriet Evans gives readers "the perfect girly
read" (Cosmopolitan, UK) in this fun, bittersweet, and irresistibly surprising journey
of fresh starts and first loves. Twelve years in bustling London have left Tess
Tennant dumped by her boyfriend, out of work, and miserable. Still, maybe taking
a new job as a classics professor at the tiny college in her picture-perfect
hometown in the English countryside was a bit drastic. Langford’s stone cottages,
quaint shops, and lifelong locals feel even smaller than she remembered, but at
least Tess has Adam, her best and oldest friend. On a spontaneous birthday
adventure back to the city, though, their painful and heartbreaking past forces
them into an angry confrontation. Tess escapes to Rome on a class trip and falls
unexpectedly into the arms of Peter, a charming American journalist . . . until a
tragedy cuts her vacation short. Back home and alone, Tess must slowly unravel
her feelings about her secretive best friend, the romantic new lover she barely
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knows, and the independent woman she really wants to be.

This Is Frog
From internationally bestselling author Harriet Evans comes an intriguing and fresh
new novel about a famous modern-day actress whose fate becomes intertwined
with a glamorous movie star from the 1950s who vanished many years earlier.
HOW CAN THE WHOLE WORLD KNOW YOU WHEN YOU HARDLY KNOW YOURSELF?
Sophie Leigh’s real name is Sophie Sykes. But she hasn’t been called that for
years, not since she became an A-list movie star. Living in Los Angeles, she can
forget all about the life she left behind in England. But she’s lost something of
herself in the process, too. Glamorous 1950s starlet Eve Noel had none of Sophie’s
modern self-confidence. She didn’t choose her name. A Hollywood producer did. In
fact, he made all her decisions—what to wear, when to smile, who to love. Right up
until the day she simply vanished from the spotlight. No one knows where she
went, or why. As Sophie’s perfect-on-the-outside world begins to crumble, her
present collides with Eve’s past. She must unravel the mystery around her idol’s
disappearance before it’s too late for them both.

Daughter Of The Murray
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Wonderfully tender and hilariously funny, Eligible
tackles gender, class, courtship, and family as Curtis Sittenfeld reaffirms herself as
one of the most dazzling authors writing today. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY NPR AND THE TIMES (UK) This version of the Bennet family—and
Mr. Darcy—is one that you have and haven’t met before: Liz is a magazine writer in
her late thirties who, like her yoga instructor older sister, Jane, lives in New York
City. When their father has a health scare, they return to their childhood home in
Cincinnati to help—and discover that the sprawling Tudor they grew up in is
crumbling and the family is in disarray. Youngest sisters Kitty and Lydia are too
busy with their CrossFit workouts and Paleo diets to get jobs. Mary, the middle
sister, is earning her third online master’s degree and barely leaves her room,
except for those mysterious Tuesday-night outings she won’t discuss. And Mrs.
Bennet has one thing on her mind: how to marry off her daughters, especially as
Jane’s fortieth birthday fast approaches. Enter Chip Bingley, a handsome new-intown doctor who recently appeared on the juggernaut reality TV dating show
Eligible. At a Fourth of July barbecue, Chip takes an immediate interest in Jane, but
Chip’s friend neurosurgeon Fitzwilliam Darcy reveals himself to Liz to be much less
charming. . . . And yet, first impressions can be deceiving. Praise for Eligible “Even
the most ardent Austenite will soon find herself seduced.”—O: The Oprah Magazine
“Blissful . . . Sittenfeld modernizes the classic in such a stylish, witty way you’d
guess even Jane Austen would be pleased.”—People (book of the week) “[A]
sparkling, fresh contemporary retelling.”—Entertainment Weekly “[Sittenfeld] is
the ideal modern-day reinterpreter. Her special skill lies not just in her clear, clean
writing, but in her general amusement about the world, her arch, pithy, droppedmike observations about behavior, character and motivation. She can spot
hypocrisy, cant, self-contradiction and absurdity ten miles away. She’s the one you
want to leave the party with, so she can explain what really happened. . . . Not
since Clueless, which transported Emma to Beverly Hills, has Austen been so
delightedly interpreted. . . . Sittenfeld writes so well—her sentences are so good
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and her story so satisfying. . . . As a reader, let me just say: Three cheers for Curtis
Sittenfeld and her astute, sharp and ebullient anthropological interest in the
human condition.”—Sarah Lyall, The New York Times Book Review “A clever,
uproarious evolution of Austen’s story.”—The Denver Post “If there exists a more
perfect pairing than Curtis Sittenfeld and Jane Austen, we dare you to find it. . . .
Sittenfeld makes an already irresistible story even more beguiling and
charming.”—Elle “A playful, wickedly smart retelling of Jane Austen’s Pride and
Prejudice.”—BuzzFeed “Sittenfeld is an obvious choice to re-create Jane Austen’s
comedy of manners. [She] is a master at dissecting social norms to reveal the
truths of human nature underneath.”—The Millions “A hugely entertaining and
surprisingly unpredictable book, bursting with wit and charm.”—The Irish Times
“An unputdownable retelling of the beloved classic.”—PopSugar

The Love of Her Life
Shh! Can you keep a secret? In wild medieval Britain thirteen-year-old Wynn
Hoppringle has a big secret of the smallest kind. She has discovered a miniature
village hidden close to her family home of Smailholm Tower.

Touch Not the Cat
'Who would suspect her sense of fun and irony, of a passionate love for beauty and
the power to drag it from its hidden places? Who would imagine that Miss Mole had
pictured herself, at different times, as an explorer in strange lands, as a lady
wrapped in luxury and delicate garments?' Miss Hannah Mole has for twenty years
earned her living precariously as a governess or companion to a succession of
difficult old women.Now, aged forty, a thin and shabby figure, she returns to
Radstowe, the lovely city of her youth. Here she is, if not exactly welcomed, at
least employed as housekeeper by the pompous Reverend Robert Corder, whose
daughters are sorely in need of guidance. But even the dreariest situation can be
transformed into an adventure by the indomitable Miss Mole. Blessed with
imagination, wit and intelligence, she wins the affection of Ethel and her nervous
sister Ruth. But her past holds a secret that, if brought to life, would jeopardise
everything.

Marcelo in the Real World
Provides an innovative reinterpretation of the cultural revolution through the
medium of the poster -- a major component of popular print culture in China.

The Butterfly Summer
The FOURTH and FINAL of four exclusive part-serialisations of a A Place for Us by
Harriet Evans. Steal a march on everyone and enjoy this magnificent conclusion to
a beautiful novel. The day Martha Winter decided to tear apart her family began
like any other day. So opens A Place for Us by Sunday Times bestselling author
Harriet Evans, a book you'll dive into, featuring a family you'll fall in love with and
never want to leave. If you devour Rosamund Pilcher and Maeve Binchy and have
discovered Jojo Moyes, you'll be thrilled to add Harriet Evans to your collection of
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favourite authors. The house has soft, purple wisteria twining around the door. You
step inside. The hall is cool after the hot summer's day. The welcome is kind, and
always warm. Yet something makes you suspect life here can't be as perfect as it
seems. After all, the brightest smile can hide the darkest secret. But wouldn't you
pay any price to have a glorious place like this? Welcome to Winterfold. Martha
Winter's family is finally coming home.

Harriet Evans Boxed Set
Finding the courage to trust your heart can be the hardest thing of all Dexter Yates
has the looks, the money, the swanky apartment, and girlfriends galore. But it's
not until his niece, Delphi, is born that Dex falls in love for the first time in his life.
Then tragedy strikes when Dex's sister Laura dies in an accident. Suddenly, Dex
finds himself a new parent and a single father to boot. With no idea how to raise an
eight-month-old baby girl on his own, Dex decides to move into his weekend home
in the small village of Briarwood in the Cotswolds. The quirky neighborhood
welcomes him with open arms, especially next—door neighbor and gifted
cartoonist Molly who offers to help with Delphi. Molly won't put up with any
nonsense and her messy romantic past makes her cautious. If they can learn to
trust each other, there might be a happily-ever-after for all three. A fresh and fun
British women's fiction and a great romantic book with plenty of humor and
friendship. Fans of Meg Cabot, Sophie Kinsella, Helen Fielding and Jennifer Weiner
will love Mansell's quirky humor and the "will they, won't they" relationship
between Molly and Dex. What readers are saying about Don't Want To Miss A
Thing: "reading a Jill Mansell novel is like that first satisfying sip of tea after a hard
day and this one was, thankfully, no different" "This was A BRILLIANT BOOK that I
just couldn't put down" "A SINGLE, HOT BRITISH GUY with a baby? Yep, Ms Mansell
has hit the JACKPOT" "a great cast of characters and always SO MUCH WARMTH."
"My first Jill Mansell and it was a most delicious experience. I actually give this
book 10 stars. I can't find a flaw, not one." "COMPLICATED, QUIRKY, WHIMSICAL"
What reviewers are saying about Don't Want To Miss A Thing: "A little bundle of joy
changes everything in this quirky chick—lit tale charmingly well charted. "
-Publishers Weekly " her signature blend of humor, romance, and multiple happy
endings, " -Booklist "Utterly charming from the first page, Mansell's engaging tale
is as welcome and warming as a cup of tea on a rainy night. " -RT Book Reviews
"One of the masters of fun, upbeat fiction with twists of romance" -Shelf Awareness
"sweet, funny, and even a tiny bit sad but oh so fantastic!" -Peeking Between the
Pages " With a charming English village, a baby, and a playboy, chick—lit
enthusiasts can go wrong with this book!" -Debbie's Book Bag What everyone is
saying about the queen of British chick lit, Jill Mansell: "Fans of chick lit — if you
haven't read Mansell yet WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR!?" -A Bookworm's World
"Pick this up at your peril: you won't get a thing done till it's finished." — Heat
magazine "A romantic romp full of larger-than-life characters."— Express "Fast,
furious and fabulous fun. To read it is to devour it." — Company "Expect to run the
gamut of emotions, as this book is both laugh-out-loud funny and tear-jerkingly
sad. Basically, you won't put it down." — New Woman

The Sea House
A Winterfold Christmas is a short but sweet Christmas short story to put you in the
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festive mood from Sunday Times Top Five bestselling author Harriet Evans. When
chef Joe Thorne rashly promises to cook Christmas dinner for his girlfriend Cat's
family, little does he know what he's letting himself in for At Winterfold, their
beautiful rambling house in the heart of the English countryside, things have
always been done a certain way and Martha Winter, matriarch of the clan, knows
what she wants. Still reeling from her husband's death and the loss of her perfect
family, is Martha ready to enjoy Christmas? Will the Winter family be able to come
together one more time? Packed with recipes for you to try, favourite carols and
Christmas memories, A Winterfold Christmas is a festive story to warm the heart.

This Is Crab
A heartwarming and moving novel of family and love from the international
bestselling author of the “effortless and deeply satisfying” (Glamour, UK) Love
Always. They say love feels like going home…but what if your home is no longer
there? Leaving her tiny flat in London—and a whole host of headaches
behind—Lizzy Walter is making the familiar journey back home to spend Christmas
with her chaotic but big-hearted family. In an ever-changing world, her parents’
country home, Keeper House, is the one constant. But behind the mistletoe and
mince pies, family secrets and rivalries lurk. And when David, the Love of Her
Life—or so she thought—makes an unexpected reappearance, this one ranks as a
Christmas she would definitely rather forget. As winter slowly turns to spring, all
the things that Lizzy has taken for granted begin to shift. Keeper House is in
jeopardy and might have to be sold for reasons Lizzy doesn’t understand. Her
family seems fractured like never before. And, with a new man in her life, she may
finally have to kiss her dream of a reunion with David goodbye. By the time the
Walters gather at Keeper House for a summer wedding, the stakes have never
been higher—for Lizzy, for her family, and for love.
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